. [June 15, deduced from one in the paper of Professor Boole on the Theory of Development:
The method of the present paper is of course of far more general ap plication ; but I have said enough in it to explain the principle on which such expansions must be conducted.
IY. " On the Summation of Series/' By W . H. L. R ussell, Esq., A.B. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S. Received M ay 13, 1865.
In a Memoir published in the Philosophical Transactions for the year1855, I applied the Theory of Definite Integrals to the summation of many intri cate series. I have thought my researches on this subject might well be terminated by the following paper, in which I have pointed out methods for the summation of series of a far more complicated nature.
I commence with some remarks intended to give clear conceptions of the general method of calculation.
In any series,
+ &c. +
Where a is less than unity, it is evident that we can sum the series by a definite integral when ux-f du U1 U* Ux and U being functions of u, and the integral being taken between certain assigned limits. For it is mani fest that the quantity under the integral sign then becomes a geometrical progression. Again, for a similar reason we can express by a definite integral the sum of the series u0v0w0. . . -f a.ulvlw1 . . . + a2w2tye2. . .
, where
Lastly, we can sum the series
by a definite integral when
Wx= f dwW1\Yx+■fdw'W lW x+ f ŴW "** ..
&c. = &c., the number of each set of quantities tq, u', &c., &c., wL, w \ &c. being of course finite.
I shall now consider the series
where <p(x) and \p(x) are rational functions of (x). Let
Hence, by what has been said, the problem is reduced to finding a definite i integral of the form J d u UJJ* equivalent to j | +"*. where \p(x) must be supposed less than unity, in order that the following transformation may hold :-
* & m r v -w s i ? V W )
sin K/Mx)= ± f ~ *re«+ sin r e -» ) 27rJ0 1-2 cos
The remainder of the process will be evident from the two former examples. 
